NEGATIVITY

The poor boy weeps,
The poor boy swears,
The poor boy is scared

The police see the boy,
He runs faraway,
To the streets of Detroit,
Negativity surrounds the boy,
Poor boy

The negativity was the drugs and alcohol,
The boy is offered some,
He takes the alcohol and some drugs,
He has nothing and it was all that was offered,
This is bad,
Poor boy

Here come the police,
A police sees the drugs,
The other police see the boy,
Poor boy

The boy cries and wonders what is happening,
The police arrest the boy,
The boy is confused,
The boy was only 7,
This was discovered at the county jail,
This was a hard thing for the boy,
The boy doesn’t know what he did,
Poor boy

The boy finds out what he did and is freed,
The boy is put in an orphanage,
Poor boy

Weeks went by and the boy was still an orphan,
Then one day a kind/modest/wealthy lady comes,
A new life the boy screams,
Lucky boy

**Gangs**

**GANGS GIVE INTO ADDICTION**

**ADDICTIONS LEAD TO ILLNESS**

**NEVER MEANS WELL**

**GANGS ARE BAD FOR SOCIETY**

Gangs should end and create less illness and become a good role model.

**Drugs**

D is for drastically effect you
R is for repercussions
U is for under the law this is illegal
G is for greatly effects your family
S is for stupid to do drugs

Doing bad things in life is up to you but you must know it effects the people around you especially children in usually bad ways.

Drugs can effect children by possibly burning them, toxicating the air, and by making them think drugs are good.

Cigarettes can effect children by the smoke. Smoking causes the air to be dust and can effect the childs lungs.

Just for the reader to know...

-This whole thing is from my knowledge or its made up

-never do anything mentioned in the text